General Info
Location: LA/NYC
Members: Dave Masters, Rishi Arora, Tim Cooper,
Brian Vasallo
Website: SignalHillMusic.com
Facebook: facebook.com/signalhillmusic
Twitter: @signalhillmusic
Email: siggyhill@gmail.com
Publishing: Siggyhill Music (BMI) adm. by Middle
States Music
Master & Publishing Licensing Contact
Paul Fischer and Tom Mullen
Middle States Music
Email: MiddleStatesMusic@gmail.com
Sounds Like: Instrumental Post Rock
Recommended if you like: Explosions in the
Sky, Sigur Ros, Brian Eno
“The band builds layers of repeated, melodic guitar riﬀs reminiscent of Mogwai, Tristeza and The Album Leaf to epic and beautiful
heights” - SF Station
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"It lands in your ears with its blend of eﬀective hooks, shoegaze overtones, and laid-back attitude. "- hypnagogue
“..a great expanse of sound that envelopes and takes the listener on a ride of sound with vision” - radio free silverlake
“I haven't felt this moved by an instrumental band since Explosions In The Sky and the mere comparison speaks volumes about their
worthiness. Signal Hill performs remarkably poignant instrumental rock that grasps your attention and never ceases to let go.” - LAist

Signal Hill
Their instrumental arrangements and wide influences allow Signal Hill’s music to encompass moods from somber yearning and wistful
dreams to driving ambition and uplifting triumph. Their daring to explore sonic spaces have led to regular plays on NPR as segment
bridges, the use in marketing for major studio motion pictures, a publisher’s use in novel trailers and several non-profit films.
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The recent completion of their second full-length album, CHASE THE GHOST is a reflection of the time each band member has
experienced prior to and during the formation of Signal Hill, through friendships, old and new relationships and family. Their catalog
includes the Self-Titled EP (2007), a full length More After We’re Gone (2009), an EP Distance (2010) and a full length Chase the Ghost
(2013) with another full length planned for a 2015 release.
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Signal Hill has played scores of shows throughout the U.S. and Australia and have shared the stage with such bands as All India
Radio, This Will Destroy You, The Drift, Caspian, Balmorhea, and Beware of Safety.

